Abstract Quantitative genetic studies in model organisms, particularly in mice, have been extremely successful in identifying chromosomal regions that are associated with a wide variety of behavioral and other traits. However, it is now widely understood that identification of the underlying genes will be far more challenging. In the last few years, a variety of populations have been utilized in an effort to more finely map these chromosomal regions with the goal of identifying specific genes. The common property of these newer populations is that linkage disequilibrium spans relatively short distances, which permits finescale mapping resolution. This review focuses on advanced intercross lines (AILs) which are the simplest such population. As originally proposed in 1995 by Darvasi and Soller, an AIL is the product of intercrossing two inbred strains beyond the F 2 generation. Unlike recombinant inbred strains, AILs are maintained as outbred populations; brother-sister matings are specifically avoided. Each generation of intercrossing beyond the F 2 further degrades linkage disequilibrium between adjacent makers, which allows for fine-scale mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTLs). Advances in genotyping technology and techniques for the statistical analysis of AILs have permitted rapid advances in the application of AILs. We review some of the analytical issues and available software, including QTLRel, EMMA, EMMAX, GEMMA, TASSEL, GRAMMAR, WOMBAT, Mendel, and others.
Introduction
Most heritable traits are polygenic, meaning that many different alleles contribute to the observed phenotype. The loci that influence quantitative traits are called quantitative trait loci (QTLs). While there is great interest in identifying the genes that give rise to QTLs for a wide range of heritable traits, this goal has been extremely challenging in both humans and model organisms. Mice have been extensively employed in so-called ''forward genetic'' studies, which are aimed at identifying QTLs. Mice have also been heavily used in ''reverse genetic'' studies in which mutant alleles are produced by genetically engineered insertions, deletions, and conditional alleles. Reverse genetic approaches are not the focus of the current review. Instead, we will focus on forward genetic studies with an emphasis on the use of advanced intercross lines (AILs). While we emphasize the use of mice, many of our points apply equally well to other model organisms.
QTL mapping studies are comprised of two primary types of data: phenotypes and genotypes. A simple example of a QTL study involves making an F 2 cross between two inbred strains, phenotyping the subjects for one or more quantitative traits and then genotyping the subjects at polymorphic markers across the genome. Such data can be analyzed by examining the evidence for association between the phenotype and the genotype at each marker. This basic approach has been used to identify hundreds of QTLs for a wide variety of phenotypes. However, these sorts of studies have seldom led to the identification of individual genes (Flint and Mackay 2009; Parker and Palmer 2011) . This is because the QTL regions identified are very large and typically contain hundreds of genes. This review will focus on strategies for narrowing QTL regions, which is a critical prerequisite for gene identification.
In the past, it was desirable to use simple crosses like F 2 s and backcrosses to map QTLs, because they limited the amount of genotyping that was required. Only one or two recombinations per chromosome occur in these populations, so only a handful of markers per chromosome are needed. Unfortunately, this lack of recombination is exactly the factor that has prevented such studies from identifying smaller QTLs. As a result, large QTLs were more finely mapped using congenic strains. Congenic strains are created by introgressing a small interval from one of the two inbred strains used to map the QTL onto the other strain by repeated rounds of backcrossing in conjunction with maker-based selection for the putative QTL region. This approach is extremely time, animal, and labor intensive and has only occasionally been brought to fruition (Legare et al. 2000; Stylianou et al. 2004; Shirley et al. 2004; Park et al. 2005; Yazbek et al. 2011; Bryant et al. 2012; Buchner et al. 2012) .
In addition to the difficulty of these studies, it is now clear that they are based on an unreliable premise; namely, that each locus identified using an F 2 cross is caused by a single polymorphism. In fact, it is often true that apparently large QTLs detected in F 2 crosses are due to multiple smaller QTLs that happen to be clustered in a single region (e.g., Cheng et al. 2010; Parker et al. 2013b) . In other cases, F 2 crosses may fail to identify true QTLs. For example, if two or more QTLs with opposite effects on the phenotype are closely linked, they may cancel out one another's effects on the phenotype. It is also possible that gene-gene interactions are sometimes required such that when a QTL region is broken into smaller pieces, none of them will affect the phenotype individually (Bryant et al. 2012) . Due to all of these limitations, F 2 populations are being supplanted by other approaches.
While not the focus of this review, we wish to briefly mention the existence of recombinant inbred (RI) strains and the related collaborative cross (CC), which were recently reviewed by Flint and Eskin (2012) . RI strains are generated by inbreeding the progeny of an F 2 cross (a closely related variant, termed as recombinant inbred advanced intercross lines, are produced by inbreeding AILs rather than F 2 mice (Peirce et al. 2004; Rockman and Kruglyak 2008) . When the cost of genotyping was high, the use of RI panels conferred a tremendous advantage, because each strain only needed to be genotyped once. In addition, QTLs could be mapped to somewhat smaller regions than in an F 2 cross because new recombination events were produced in the generations required for inbreeding. Finally, huge amounts of data can be generated from RI strains across time and space; such data have been collected and are publicly available (www.genenetwork. org). The CC is similar to an RI but is created by crossing eight rather than two inbred strains. This distinction provides more genetic diversity and makes it possible to take advantage of recombination that occurred prior to the inbreeding of the eight founder strains. Thus, the CC has the potential to provide better mapping resolution than RI strains. However, both RI strains and the CC require large panels of strains to obtain sufficient power to detect QTLs. The largest mouse RI panel currently consists of about 100 strains derived from a cross between C57BL/6J and DBA/ 2J. While the initial plans for the CC were to make 1,000 strains, fewer than 70 are currently fully (or almost fully) inbred and available for distribution. Despite a continued enthusiasm for using RI strains and the CC to map QTLs, many labs have begun to use outbred strains in an effort to obtain superior resolution and power.
Outbred populations and specifically AILs will be the focus of this review. First, we will explain how an AIL population is generated and maintained. We then consider the genetic properties of AILs and other outbred populations as they relate to QTL mapping precision and power. We also describe genotyping strategies for outbred populations and discuss the challenges of mapping QTLs in the presence of complex genetic relationships. We then explain how mixed linear models can be used to address confounding due to complex relationships. Finally, we briefly review a selection of freely available software that has been developed to address issues of relatedness using mixed models.
Advanced intercross lines (AILs)
In the past decade, the cost of genotyping has rapidly decreased, eroding one advantage of F 2 s, RIs, and the CC. Accordingly, many researchers have shifted their attention toward outbred populations, which accumulate new recombinations in each generation, offering the potential to map QTLs with greater precision.
The simplest type of outbred population is an AIL. AILs were first proposed by Darvasi and Soller (1995) as a tool for fine mapping within established QTL regions; at the time, genome-wide genotyping of AILs was too expensive to seriously contemplate. An AIL is produced by continuing to cross two inbred strains beyond the F 2 generation. Each successive generation of outbreeding leads to additional recombination, which is desirable, because these recombinations improve QTL mapping precision. In mice, about four generations of breeding can be performed per year, so that a tenth generation AIL might be produced in less than three years. Although most AILs have been generated using rodents, AILs have been produced in other organisms (see Table 1 ).
In an F 2 population, all individuals are siblings, meaning that on average, they should be equally related to one another. Beginning with the F 3 generation, the relationships among individuals in an AIL are more complex. Some pairs of individuals will be full siblings, whereas others will be more or less distant cousins. Complex pedigrees require a more sophisticated analysis, because there are correlations among the phenotypes (more closely related individuals are more phenotypically similar) and among the genotypes (the probability of having the same genotype at a given marker is higher among more closely related individuals). As a result, markers that are not linked to any QTLs may still be associated with the phenotype, because they provide information about relatedness among individuals (McPeek 2000; Peirce et al. 2008 ). This problem can be addressed by using more sophisticated analytical approaches that we will discuss later in this review.
Producing an AIL requires attention to both the size of the population and the breeding strategy. An AIL breeding population should be as large as possible to minimize genetic drift, inbreeding, and relatedness among individuals (Darvasi and Soller 1995) . In model organisms that are less expensive to maintain (e.g., insects), it is easy to support a large population; however, the expense of maintaining rodents typically limits populations to 50-100 breeder pairs. The simplest breeding scheme is to randomly mate individuals to produce the next generation. A somewhat better strategy is to avoid mating full siblings; better still is to avoid mating individuals that share a common grandparent. The optimal strategy is to use pedigree or genotype information to minimize the level of relatedness among all breeder pairs. This approach is similar to captive breeding programs used by zoos to maintain rare and endangered species (Fernandez 2005; Putnam and Ivy 2013) . We have implemented these methods for using in an AIL (http:// palmerlab.org/software-data/). Familial contributions to the next generation are typically limited to one female and one male from each litter. This preserves genetic diversity by doubling the effective population size relative to its actual size, thus helping to prevent the fixation of parental alleles (Chia et al. 2005; Lawson et al. 2011a) . For relatively inexpensive model organisms, random breeding is often the most practical strategy, because any suboptimal pairings are easily overcome by increasing the population size.
QTL mapping precision and power
The motivation for using AILs and other outbred populations is to improve QTL mapping precision, which is defined as the average width of the confidence interval for a QTL. Unfortunately, gains in precision come at the expense of power. Power is defined as the likelihood of detecting a QTL of a certain effect size at a given significance threshold. The trade-off between power and precision is due to the fact that a pair of markers at a given genetic distance will become increasingly uncorrelated (independent) with each generation of recombination. Therefore, the number of independent tests increases, which increases the threshold required for statistical significance. If one marker is closer to a QTL than another, this will become increasingly clear as recombinations accumulate over numerous generations. As a result, outbred mice offer better resolution for mapping QTLs but have reduced power to detect true associations relative to an F 2 population of the same size. Of course, both precision and power increase with sample size.
Wild-derived and wild-caught (WC) mice provide an extreme example of the relationship between precision and power. Wild mice are obtained by capturing individuals from natural populations. WC animals may be phenotyped directly, or the progeny of the WC ancestors may be studied. Studying the descendants of WC mice allows for better control over environmental variables; however, WC and even wild-derived inbred strains are more difficult to capture and handle than laboratory strains of mice (Wahlsten et al. 2003) . This is a concern for phenotypes that require experimenter handling (Wahlsten et al. 2003) . Rates of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in certain populations of WC mice are very low compared to laboratory populations (Laurie et al. 2007) ; thus, WC mice may offer considerable improvements in QTL mapping precision. Another potential advantage of using WC mice to map QTLs is that they possess a greater diversity of alleles (Laurie et al. 2007; Harper 2008) . WC mice have also been subjected to different selection pressures as compared to laboratory mice (Harper 2008) . WC mice may therefore be useful for exploring a wider spectrum of variation than mice derived from inbred or even outbred laboratory stocks (Laurie et al. 2007 ). On the other hand, high genetic diversity may result in reduced power to identify significant QTLs. For example, a genetically heterogeneous population is likely to segregate more variants that influence a given trait than a genetically homogenous population. Individual QTLs may therefore have smaller effect sizes, making them more difficult to detect (Ishikawa et al. 2000; Parker and Palmer 2011) . Another limitation of WC mice is that numerous rare alleles will be present and consequently, a significant fraction of the variance may be due to alleles with a low minor allele frequency (MAF). Even with extremely large sample sizes it is difficult to detect alleles with low MAF, meaning that a significant amount of variation will be comprised ''dark matter''. These problems are similar to the well-known limitations NA is used when information was ambiguous or not included in the original article. AILs have also been used to study social behavior (Wiren et al. 2009 ), ocular characteristics (Prashar et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2011 ) and gene expression (Ka et al. 2013 ) in chickens, fear-related behavior in mice (McGuire et al. 2013 ) and recombination in yeast (Illingworth et al. 2013 of human genome-wide association studies (GWAS; Manolio et al. 2009 ). A less extreme alternative to WC mice are commercial outbred (CO) populations. Available CO populations include MF-1 (Ghazalpour et al. 2008) , CD-1 (Aldinger et al. 2009 ), NMR1 (Zhang et al. 2012) , and CFW (Yalcin et al. 2010 ); a variety of CO populations were recently surveyed (Yalcin et al. 2010 ). Because they are derived from the same domesticated laboratory mice that were used to produce common inbred laboratory strains (Yalcin et al. 2010) , they are behaviorally and physiologically well adjusted to laboratory environments. Many CO stocks have been maintained for tens to hundreds of generations with relatively large population sizes. Although CO mice are expected to carry many alleles with low MAF, relatively recent population bottlenecks are likely to have reduced genetic diversity in CO mice relative to WC mice. Therefore, CO mice have the potential to offer excellent mapping precision but, like WC populations, CO are likely to require very large sample sizes because of low LD and low MAF.
Heterogeneous stock (HS) populations are produced by mixing more than two inbred strains (most commonly eight) and maintaining them as an outbred population for multiple generations. HS are preferable to WC and CO populations, because the MAF of alleles in a HS is predicted to be no lower than 1/n, where n is the number of inbred strains used to create the population. In practice, allele frequencies are often higher, because multiple inbred strains share the same alleles. However, some alleles will have frequencies below 1/n because of genetic drift or inadvertent selection against rare alleles that decreased fitness or fecundity. Examples of commonly used HS mouse populations include both the Boulder and Northport HS, which were derived from eight inbred mouse strains (Chia et al. 2005) . More recently, the HS-CC (Iancu et al. 2010 ) and the diversity outcross (DO; Logan et al. 2013) were derived from the same eight inbred strains that were used to create the CC. While most HS populations have been derived from inbred laboratory strains and thus trace their lineage back to Mus musculus domesticus (Yang et al. 2011) , the HS-CC and the DO include several strains that are the inbred descendants of WC mice sampled from around the world (Chesler et al. 2008; Philip et al. 2011; Thaisz et al. 2012) .
The size of the breeding population used to maintain an HS is an important parameter as it determines the rate of genetic drift. The Northport HS has been maintained by breeding 24 pairs per generation (Demarest et al. 2001) , the Boulder HS uses 40 pairs (Mott et al. 2000) , and the HS-CC uses 48 pairs (Iancu et al. 2010) . The more recently created DO is maintained using 175 breeder pairs (Svenson et al. 2012; Logan et al. 2013) . A final advantage of HS relative to WC and CO mice is the potential to impute founder haplotypes, which should allow imputation of millions of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that segregate among founder strains in cases where those founders have been fully sequenced (Szatkiewicz et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2012; Baud et al. 2013) . HS populations exist in other organisms including yeast (Cubillos et al. 2013) , flies (Huang et al. 2012b) , and rats (Baud et al. 2013; Parker et al. 2013a ). The sample size needed to map QTLs in an HS population is likely to be smaller than that required for a CO or WC population, because LD may be greater, and because alleles should have a higher MAF.
AILs can be thought of as a special example of a HS; the distinguishing feature is that only two inbred strains are used to create an AIL. By using only two inbred strains, the genetic diversity of an AIL is held to a minimum, which is both a blessing and a curse. The advantages of limiting diversity are three fold: First, the MAF starts at 0.5, which maximizes power to detect the genetic effects of each allele. MAF may deviate from 0.5 due to inadvertent selection for fitness and fecundity and/or due to genetic drift, which is exacerbated by a small population size. In addition, rare alleles can arise due to de novo mutations or due to mutations that were segregating among the inbred progenitors; both situations are expected to be uncommon. Another advantage of AILs is that imputation is extremely simple; this is because identifying two alleles that are identical by state (IBS) necessarily means that they are also identical by descent (IBD). This reduces the number of markers that must be genotyped. Finally, AILs provide the best possible environment in which to analyze gene-bygene interactions (epistasis), again, because allele frequencies are balanced (Parker and Palmer 2011; Pettersson et al. 2011) . The disadvantage of limiting genetic diversity to two inbred strains is that at some genes/loci, there will be no functionally significant differences between the two founding strains. Therefore, some genes that have the potential to alter a trait of interest will go undetected in any particular AIL. In contrast, HS, CO and WC populations have greater genetic diversity and are thus more likely to harbor functional variants at a given locus. Even so, the requirement for relatively small sample sizes as well as the relative simplicity of the analysis of an AIL are compelling advantages for forward genetic studies.
Genotyping strategies
AILs and other outbred populations require greater genotyping density as compared to simpler F 2 crosses that have traditionally been used for QTL mapping. While genotyping was once the most difficult and costly component of a QTL study, recent technological advances have revolutionized genotyping, permitting investigation of increasingly recombinant populations. Various array platforms have been developed for the analysis of mouse populations including the mouse diversity array which interrogates approximately 600,000 SNPs (Yang et al. 2009 ). More recently, alternative platforms have been developed which are much less expensive including the MUGA (Svenson et al. 2012; Logan et al. 2013; Iancu et al. 2013) and MEGAMUGA arrays; custom genotyping arrays are also routinely developed for specific projects (e.g., Cheng et al. 2010; Philip et al. 2011) . Despite this multitude of options, the cost of genotyping mice on arrays remains substantially higher than comparable human arrays. This is presumably due to the much larger demand for human genotyping products and a lack of competition. As a result, there is a stronger incentive for mouse geneticists to identify alternative genotyping techniques.
As the cost of next-generation sequencing has continued to decline, techniques have been developed to obtain genotype information using next-generation sequencing platforms. For example, reduced representation methods such as genotyping-by-sequencing limit sequencing to the DNA surrounding restriction enzyme digestion sites (Elshire et al. 2011 ). This approach is conceptually similar to sequence capture methods that target-specific regions (e.g., exons; Clark et al. 2011; Rohland and Reich 2012) . When applied to a large number of samples, both approaches rely on the ability to ligate uniquely indexed oligonucleotides to the ends of fragmented DNA. Another alternative is to sequence the whole genome at very low coverage in conjunction with genotype and haplotype imputation strategies (Pasaniuc et al. 2012 ). Because each sample can be uniquely identified during analysis, DNA from several individuals can be pooled and sequenced in a single reaction. AILs are particularly well suited to these approaches, because lower coverage is required to obtain reliable genotype calls for common alleles.
Determining the number of markers that should be genotyped per individual is critical to any QTL mapping study. While it is always best to genotype the largest number of markers possible, balancing cost with coverage and resolution is an important consideration. Unlike more complicated populations such as WC, CO, and HS, the selection of markers to be genotyped in an AIL is very straightforward, because any marker that is polymorphic between the two inbred strains is equally informative. Markers should also be spaced evenly throughout the genome.
Regardless of the genotyping strategies used, a certain amount of missing data (e.g., for a particular individual at a particular marker) is inevitable. Furthermore, it is sometimes of interest to infer the genotype at a marker that was not directly evaluated in any of the individuals. A variety of strategies for genotype imputation have been developed.
In general, these methods rely on empirical data about the structure of LD among nearby markers (Szatkiewicz et al. 2008) . The problem of imputation is relatively simple in an AIL, because there are only two possible haplotypes, and the full sequence of those haplotypes (the inbred strains) is often available. Furthermore, pedigree information may be available; if genotypes from close relatives are known that information can also be used for imputation (e.g., Cheng et al. 2010 ).
QTL mapping in structured populations
Identifying QTLs in the presence of population structure can be challenging. Population structure refers to the presence of systematic differences in allele frequencies among subsets of a population and can be due to recent pedigreerelationships, non-random mating, and similar phenomena. Because genetic similarity will cause phenotypic similarity, individuals cannot be treated as independent observations in structured populations. This non-independence violates an assumption of certain statistical procedures used for QTL mapping. Failure to properly control for population structure can lead to inflation of the type I error rate (Newman et al. 2001; Peirce et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2010; Cheng and Palmer 2012; Cheng et al. 2013) . As a result, a number of methods have been developed to address the challenge of identifying QTLs in structured populations (Astle and Balding 2009) .
Most methods account for population structure using structured association analysis, linear mixed models, or some combination of the two. Structured association analysis assumes that a population is comprised a number of subpopulations or clusters, each tracing back to a distinct ancestral group (Pritchard et al. 2000) . Genetic markers are used to determine an individual's membership in a cluster, and this information is used to account for population structure in association testing, usually in the form of a linear regression model. Alternatively, principle components analysis (PCA) can be used to identify clusters (Price et al. 2006) . PCA yields similar results to structured association analysis but runs faster, making it ideal for large samples (Price et al. 2006 ). Both methods produce population membership vectors that can be used as fixed effects in a linear model or to adjust the raw phenotype and genotype data prior to association testing. Although structured association analysis and PCA are excellent at identifying population structure due to ancestry, they are not designed to account for recent familial relationships (Yu et al. 2005; Zhao et al. 2007 ). Therefore, genomic control is typically applied in addition to one of these methods to prevent the inflation of test statistics caused by cryptic relatedness (Devlin and Roeder 1999) .
The disadvantage to this approach is that accounting for ancestral population structure and close familial relationships alone may not capture the more complex relationships present between pairs of individuals in a multigenerational cross (Abney et al. 2000 Iancu et al. 2012) . In contrast, linear mixed models can simultaneously account for multiple levels of relatedness. Several lines of evidence have shown mixed models to be highly effective in controlling the false positive (type I error) rate for association testing in structured populations (Abney et al. 2002; Kang et al. 2010; Cheng et al. 2010; Kenny et al. 2010; Listgarten et al. 2012; Cheng and Palmer 2012; Sul and Eskin 2013) . This has renewed an interest in developing computationally efficient mixed model approaches for GWAS. A selection of freely available mixed model software for QTL mapping is discussed in this review. First, we provide a general overview of mixed model association analysis.
Modeling association with linear mixed models
Mixed models have been applied to the quantitative genetics of plant and animal breeding for decades (Thompson 2008) . In particular, the mixed model developed by Henderson (1975) , called the ''animal model'', has been widely used to predict phenotypic values and estimate heritability in animal populations. Unlike other methods available for estimating heritability at the time, Henderson's model could incorporate information from complex, multigenerational pedigrees to estimate multiple causal components of the phenotypic variance (Kruuk 2004) . Until recently, computational restrictions have limited the use of mixed models outside of plant and animal breeding. Henderson's animal model has since been extended to genome-wide marker data (Goddard et al. 2009 ), which forms the basis of the mixed model association methods described here.
By definition, mixed linear models include both fixed and random terms. Fixed effects are explanatory variables that affect the mean phenotype for all subjects. Random effects may be thought of as a random sample taken from an infinite population of levels; these are used to estimate the variance of the effects rather than a separate parameter for each level. In a simple genetic model, a fixed effect is the marker of interest, and its levels are genotypes. Its parameters would describe the mean effect of each genotype group on the phenotype. In contrast, the random effects parameters would describe the magnitude of variability of genotypic effects.
A critical difference between fixed and random effects is that random effects have a covariance structure. Covariance describes the extent to which the difference of one individual from the mean is similar to the difference of a second individual. This is important for GWAS which typically assume an additive model of inheritance, because phenotypic covariance between individuals is determined by how genetically similar they are. If phenotypic variation is caused by the sum of multiple genetic factors with individually minor effects, then the more alleles that individuals share, the more similar they will be. The key point here is that in outbred samples, pairs of individuals covary randomly with respect to genetic background. This effect is more pronounced for AILs, because individuals are related to one another within and between families (Darvasi and Soller 1995, Peirce et al. 2008) . Because fixed effects models do not account for covariance among relatives, they are prone to produce spurious associations. However, a mixed model can simultaneously account for the fixed effect of genotype at a locus and for latent effects such as polygenic background which influence the phenotype at random, making it a very powerful approach for mapping QTLs.
Mixed model association requires three steps. First, relatedness is modeled using a genetic relationship matrix. This can be constructed from pedigree data or genotyped markers. Next, a mixed model is used to estimate the influence of relatedness on the phenotypic variance. Finally, evidence for association is evaluated using statistics that account for the component of phenotypic variance explained by genetic relationships. We describe each of these steps below.
Step one: constructing a genetic relationship matrix Phenotypic variation is caused by multiple components of variance, each of which represents a different proportion of genetic or environmental effects on the phenotype. Genetic variance can be partitioned into additive, dominance, and epistatic components. Dominance and epistasis are rarely modeled in association studies, because the computational requirements of variance component estimation are high, and there is typically low power to detect these effects (Abney et al. 2000) . Therefore, we focus our discussion on the additive genetic variance which is commonly used to model the random effect of polygenic background in GWAS.
A matrix that summarizes all pairwise relationships among individuals in a sample is required to estimate the polygenic effect. This is called a genetic relationship matrix which is derived from kinship coefficients calculated using pedigree or marker data. If a pedigree is used, kinship is calculated as the probability that any two alleles sampled at random from two individuals are IBD. Alternatively, genotyped markers can be used to calculate the probability that two alleles sampled from two individuals at a locus are IBS given genotype information at other loci. Multiple adaptations have been applied to these basic methods (Thompson 2013) , but in general, the kinship coefficients they produce are similar .
In most cases, the use of empirical kinship coefficients derived from densely genotyped SNPs offers improved power over pedigree-based methods (Cheng et al. 2013) . Full siblings share one half of their genome on average, but in mice, rats, and humans (all of whom have about 20 chromosomes that are 100-200 cM in length), the actual sharing commonly ranges between 40 and 60 % (standard deviation is about 5 %). Kinships computed from the pedigree give the expected rather than the realized degree of sharing, so using genotype data is advantageous. Finally, in studies where only incomplete pedigrees and sparse genotyping data are available, it may be useful to combine both types of information (Cheng et al. 2013) .
Computationally efficient methods have been developed that estimate relatedness using only a subset of genotyped markers (e.g., Lippert et al. 2011; Sul and Eskin 2013) . In one approach, markers that show strong evidence for association with the phenotype under a linear regression model are used to construct the relationship matrix . Conditioning on markers that are likely to influence the phenotype can improve power ), but using tentatively associated markers to estimate variance components may compromise the ability to control for the effects of population structure (Yang et al. 2014 ). An alternative strategy is to use a subset of markers sampled uniformly across the genome (uniform sampling helps to avoid bias caused by LD) (Lippert et al. 2011) . When feasible, including all available genotype data provides the most accurate correction for subtle population structure (Yang et al. 2014) .
Importantly, markers within the region being tested should be excluded when estimating relatedness (Listgarten et al. 2012; Cheng et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2014) . Nearby markers may be correlated with the QTL (due to linkage) and genetic background (due to population structure) (Atwell et al. 2010) . If the markers used to describe genetic background are correlated with the SNP being tested, the test statistic will be overly conservative. Thus, failure to exclude nearby markers can lead to a significant loss of power (Listgarten et al. 2012; Cheng et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2014 ). This problem has been referred to as ''proximal contamination'' (Listgarten et al. 2012) . A convenient way to avoid it is to exclude all markers on the chromosome currently being scanned (Lippert et al. 2011; Cheng et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2014) . A more detailed analysis of the various methods for modeling relatedness using genotyped markers is outside the scope of this review and has been described elsewhere (Thompson 2013; Yang et al. 2014 ).
Step two: estimating variance components Variance components methods can be used to model how environmental and genetic factors differentially affect phenotypic variation by estimating parameters for each component of variance. In mixed model GWAS, the additive genetic relationship matrix is treated as a constant (Thompson 2008) . Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is then used to derive the additive and residual genetic variance components. This is accomplished by identifying the probability distribution that is most likely to have produced the pattern of IBD or IBS sharing across the genome. The distribution is then searched to obtain the set of parameters that maximizes the likelihood of the data under the null and alternative hypotheses.
Restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML) may also be used to estimate variance components. REML structures the likelihood such that its maximization does not require estimation of the fixed effects. In general, the two methods perform similarly (Searle et al. 2008 ).
Step three: association testing The typical mixed model association procedure fits a single marker as a fixed effect and the polygenic component as a random effect. As described above, MLE is used to derive parameters under the null and alternative hypotheses, which are evaluated by taking the ratio of their likelihoods. Although the likelihood ratio test is considered to be the gold standard for GWAS, estimating parameters for every marker in a large study is computationally expensive (Abney et al. 2000) . Various procedures have been developed to address this limitation.
A common strategy is to assume that for most traits, the phenotypic variance can be explained by a large number of markers with individually weak effects Zhang et al. 2010) . If this assumption holds, then variance components are not expected to differ significantly from one marker to the next, making repetitive iterations unnecessary. Instead, the random effect estimated under the null hypothesis is used as a fixed effect in separate association tests for each marker Zhang et al. 2010 ). Other techniques are available which do not require variance components to be uniform across all markers (Lippert et al. 2011; Zhou and Stephens 2012) ; instead, improvements in speed are achieved by modifying the algorithms used to estimate variance components. Variations of these approaches and other strategies for mixed model association mapping are available in the software discussed below.
In addition to performing an appropriate analysis, it is also necessary to set a threshold for significance. Permutation is widely used to determine significance thresholds in QTL mapping (Churchill and Doerge 1994) . However, the standard method of randomly shuffling phenotypes and genotypes is only suitable when all observations are exchangeable, which is not generally the case when individuals are related (Abney et al. 2002; Churchill and Doerge 2008; Peirce et al. 2008; Cheng and Palmer 2012) . We have explored several methods for obtaining significance thresholds in an AIL. Simulations indicate that when relatedness is properly accounted for in the model, permutation is an efficient and robust option in many situations . Other methods include bootstrapping, gene dropping (MacCluer et al. 1986; Cheng et al. 2010; Cheng and Palmer 2012) and a version of gene dropping that is implemented in GRAIP (Peirce et al. 2008) .
Mixed model association software
A variety of mixed model association packages are freely available for the analysis of AILs and other outbred populations (see Table 2 ). We provide an overview of different methods that have been proposed for mixed model association mapping and explain how they apply to various types of data. First, we describe some early programs including TASSEL, GRAMMAR, and EMMA and discuss how they evolved to the meet the demands of ever larger and more densely genotyped samples. We also highlight alternatives to these methods, including QTLRel, GEMMA, and FaST-LMM. We conclude by mentioning software designed for special applications, such as multilocus mapping.
First-generation mixed model association software TASSEL, GRAMMAR, and EMMA were among the first freely available programs designed for mapping QTLs using a mixed model. TASSEL accounts for relatedness by modeling broad population structure as a fixed effect and polygenic background as a random effect (Yu et al. 2005) . It summarizes broad population structure using structured association and can estimate polygenic background from either marker or pedigree data. One or both terms may be included in the model along with covariates. TASSEL's (Yu et al. 2005) . The main disadvantage of TASSEL in its early years was that it re-estimated variance components for each marker, making it inefficient for large datasets. EMMA improves on the efficiency of TASSEL by adjusting the covariance matrix so that the computational requirement at each iteration of the likelihood function is reduced ). EMMA's approach is powerful and has been used to analyze a variety of phenotypes in mice (Bennett et al. 2010; Kirby et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2012; Hersch et al. 2012; Ghazalpour et al. 2012; Courtney and Massett 2012; Himes et al. 2013; Mott et al. 2014 ) and other organisms (Uchiyama et al. 2013; Rosas et al. 2013 ). However, because EMMA also re-estimates variance components for each individual marker , it is very slow when analyzing large, densely genotyped samples.
The first release of GRAMMAR was specifically designed for pedigreed populations. GRAMMAR alleviates the computational burden of variance component estimation by first optimizing a reduced model that includes all effects except the effect of the marker (in other words, parameters are estimated under the null hypothesis) . GRAMMAR then uses residuals from the reduced model (as opposed to the raw phenotypic data) to test for association. The motivation for this is that the marker signal is still captured by the residual once all of the other effects are removed; therefore, the mixed model equation only needs to be solved once for each phenotype, and association tests can be performed rapidly with linear regression . Although this approach improves efficiency, it tends to underestimate significance when population structure or QTL effect sizes are high (Zhou and Stephens 2012) . Accordingly, GRAMMAR-GC, which features a modified version of genomic control to account for the inflation in type I error, was released shortly after GRAMMAR was first described (Amin et al. 2007 ).
Additional mixed model association software was available in the early 2000s, including WOMBAT and Mendel. WOMBAT is a flexible mixed model program capable of analyzing large pedigreed populations (Meyer 2007) . Special features include the ability to incorporate multiple covariates, analyze multivariate traits, and model multiple random effects. WOMBAT also allows the user to model the covariance matrix using only its leading principal components (similar to the PCA approach used in human GWAS) in addition to modeling the full structure with a relationship matrix (Meyer 2007 ). An updated version of WOMBAT is now available that uses genomewide marker data to estimate relatedness for large GWAS (Meyer and Tier 2011) . Mendel is a multi-purpose genetics program that can be used for mixed model QTL mapping with marker or pedigree-based estimates of relatedness (Lange et al. 2013) . Mendel can also summarize relatedness using strain coefficients rather than kinship coefficients. Strain coefficients represent the probability that a pair of alleles is derived from the same ancestral strain and is analogous to other measures of IBD (Bauman et al. 2008) . One advantage of using strain coefficients is that they are useful for haplotype inference in samples derived from inbred lines (Bauman et al. 2008) . Other notable features include the ability to handle multivariate traits and accommodate complex crosses (Zhou et al. 2011) .
These programs made an impact in the field of quantitative genetics by bringing attention to the problem of complex relationships in human pedigrees and model organism populations. Although population structure was widely recognized as a confound in human GWAS, familybased association tests, structured association, and PCA could not fully account for the complex structures present in every case. TASSEL, GRAMMAR, and EMMA provided a temporary solution for researchers performing linkage studies in model organisms and human pedigrees. However, as the cost of genotyping continued to decrease, the computationally expensive animal model which formed the basis of TASSEL, GRAMMAR, and EMMA became of limited use to the increasing number of investigators using GWAS to study complex traits. In response, the quantitative genetics community began to devise ways to apply a powerful mixed model framework to larger, more densely genotyped samples.
Faster mixed models for large datasets
The need to analyze larger sets of data resulted in upgrades for existing methods. A recent version of TASSEL improves computational speed by combining mixed model compression with the algorithm 'population parameters previously determined' (P3D; Zhang et al. 2010 ). The first method ''compresses'' the mixed model by clustering individuals into groups according to kinship. Relatedness between pairs of groups rather than pairs of individuals is used as the random effect in the mixed model. Reducing the size of the random effect in this way can greatly improve efficiency when the number of groups is small. However, different combinations of compression levels and clustering algorithms have been shown to produce variable results; therefore, these parameters should be determined empirically prior to association testing (Zhang et al. 2010) . Using the P3D approach, a mixed model is optimized without including the effect of the marker. This is solved to determine the population parameters (e.g., genetic and residual variances), which are fixed as Bayesian priors in the second step to estimate the nonpopulation parameters (e.g., marker effect and polygenic variance) for each marker (Zhang et al. 2010) . By holding the population parameters from step one constant, P3D avoids multiple iterations of the mixed model equation and improves speed. P3D may be applied individually or in combination with mixed model compression.
A faster version of EMMA, called EMMAX, has also been developed. The key difference between the two programs is that instead of re-estimating variance components for each alternative hypothesis, EMMAX uses a single estimate based on the null hypothesis ). This approach is similar to the P3D algorithm used in TASSEL, and running time is comparable for the two programs (Lippert et al. 2011) . Although EMMAX may result in lower power compared to EMMA in cases where population structure is high or when QTL effect sizes are strong (Wu et al. 2011; Zhou and Stephens 2012) , the magnitude of this difference is small, and the gain in speed can be appreciable .
A number of modifications have been made since GRAMMAR was first introduced. At its inception, GRAMMAR was not equipped to calculate relatedness from marker genotypes, nor was it practical for large pedigrees ); however, current versions of GRAMMAR support marker-based kinship estimates, large sample sizes and offer improved power to identify rare variants (Amin et al. 2007; Svishcheva et al. 2012; Belonogova et al. 2013) . Additional features include the ability to model gene-by-environment interactions, dominance, epistasis, and parent-of-origin effects (Amin et al. 2007) .
The recognition that mixed models could effectively account for population structure also inspired the development of new software. QTLRel was designed specifically for analysis in multigenerational crosses among model organisms and has been used to map QTLs for a variety of behavioral Samocha et al. 2010; Yoshizawa et al. 2012; Parker et al. 2012; Weber et al. 2013; Logan et al. 2013 ) and physiological (Lionikas et al. 2010; Heydemann et al. 2012; Bartnikas et al. 2012; Svenson et al. 2012; Leamy et al. 2012 Leamy et al. , 2013 traits in mouse AIL and HS populations. QTLRel estimates kinship using a rapid approach that can accommodate deep, complex pedigrees ). QTLRel's ability to incorporate multiple random terms allows it to estimate relatedness using a combination of pedigree and/or marker data, which is especially useful when marker or pedigree data are missing or incomplete (Cheng et al. 2013) . Including additional variance terms may also improve power by accounting for more of the ''missing'' heritability for a given trait . DOQTL is an R package that calls QTLRel; DO-QTL provides additional tools for the analysis of HS populations such as the DO.
GEMMA avoids the repetitive iterations used in EMMA by devising a computationally inexpensive matrix multiplication algorithm to calculate genetic variance components for each marker (Zhou and Stephens 2012) . Unlike most other software, GEMMA uses an exact test for association. An exact significance test requires that the sample distribution agrees with the assumptions used to generate the distribution of the test statistic, whereas an approximate test may or may not be valid if the sample is sufficiently large. A comparison of GEMMA to EMMAX and GRAMMAR revealed that the two approximate methods had reduced power in highly structured populations, particularly when the strongest associations had relatively large effect sizes (Zhou and Stephens 2012) . This effect was more pronounced for GRAMMAR, which also underperformed in a less structured population in which the strongest associations explained only a small proportion of the phenotypic variation (Zhou and Stephens 2012) . EM-MAX and GEMMA were comparable in the latter case, suggesting that the benefit of using an exact method will vary according to the method as well as the genetic architecture of the trait and the population under study.
FaST-LMM is another exact method that reduces running time by factoring the genetic relationship matrix into a simpler form (Lippert et al. 2011) . This makes it possible to transform the phenotypes, markers, and covariates so that the data become independent; linear regression may then be used for association testing (Lippert et al. 2011) . FaST-LMM is very efficient provided that the number of markers used to estimate the relationship matrix is less than the sample size. When the number of markers is greater than the size of the cohort, a subset of them may be used to estimate relatedness. In this case, markers should be sampled uniformly across the genome (excluding the region containing the marker of interest) to avoid bias caused by LD (Lippert et al. 2011) .
Mixed model software for other QTL mapping applications
Most of software discussed in this review is designed for testing one marker or haplotype at a time. Although the majority of methods can incorporate covariates into the analysis, modeling the effect of many markers is problematic, because the maximum number of markers fitted at once must be smaller than the number of individuals in the sample. Software designed for multi-locus analysis may therefore be preferable for certain genetic architectures (e.g., when multiple variants have opposing effects on the trait or when many weak effects are masked by a few large effects) (Yang et al. 2010) . Examples include LMM Lasso (Rakitsch et al. 2013) , MLMM ), Qxpak5 (Pérez-Enciso and Misztal 2011), GCTA (Yang et al. 2012) , and a forthcoming version of Bagpipe (Valdar et al. 2009 ).
Another feature shared by most software is the ability to condition on genotypes and treat phenotypes as random. This is a reasonable approach for randomly sampled individuals. An alternative strategy, featured in the programs ROADTRIPS and MASTOR, is to condition on phenotypes and treat genotypes as random. This method is robust to misspecification of the phenotypic covariance, because it makes fewer assumptions about the phenotypic distribution; therefore, it may be more appropriate for samples of individuals ascertained by phenotype (Thornton and McPeek 2010; Jakobsdottir and McPeek 2013) . A second advantage of ROADTRIPS and MASTOR is that they can easily incorporate information from individuals with missing genotype, phenotype, or covariate information into the analysis by leveraging information from relatives (Thornton and McPeek 2010; Jakobsdottir and McPeek 2013) . MASTOR is designed for mapping QTLs, and ROADTRIPS is designed for case-control studies. Both programs are suitable for analyzing outbred pedigrees, complex inbred pedigrees, and large GWAS containing any number of related and unrelated samples.
We have highlighted software suitable for the analysis of outbred populations such as AILs across a wide range of scenarios. However, many other mixed model programs are available that account for relatedness in other types of populations. For example, the R packages wgaim (Taylor and Verbyla 2011) and dlmap (Huang et al. 2012a ) apply the framework of ASReml-R (a licensed program) (Gilmour et al. 2009 ) to interval mapping in inbred crosses. ASReml-R was also used to develop the MTMM package (Korte et al. 2012) which is designed for analyzing correlated phenotypes. Other licensed software capable of performing mixed model association analysis includes SAS, JMP Genomics, and others. Important considerations when choosing software include the number of genotypes used, the size of the sample, and the genetic architecture of the trait. For example, very large and/or densely genotyped samples may require extremely fast programs like GEMMA or FaST-LMM, and software such as QTLRel, EMMAX, TASSEL or GEMMA is appropriate for most model organism GWAS.
Summary
In summary, AILs and related populations are useful, because they allow for finer mapping of QTLs than studies using F 2 populations or other traditional crosses. Genotyping approaches have been developed to meet the need for dense genotyping, and a number of analytic strategies are available for studying these populations. The primary advantages of AILs relative to other outbred populations are balanced allele frequency and simplicity of analysis. AILs have been used in a variety of species to examine a wide array of phenotypes, as shown in Table 1 .
